TO,

THE PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER  
POWER GRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.  
SAUDAMINI, PLOT NO.2, SECTOR-29,NEAR  
IFFCO CHOWK,GURGAON(Haryana) - 122001  

Subject : Request for Information under Right to Information Act, 2005.

Sir/Madam

It is requested to provide the following information under the RTI Act, 2005.

1. How many times ACGS (ACCELERATED CARRIER GROWTH SCHEME) has been Opened for Power Grid employees by the Power Grid.

2. The last time ACGS (ACCELERATED CARRIER GROWTH SCHEME) was Opened by the Power Grid.

3. Please provide the QUESTION PAPERS issued to SUPERVISOR TO ENGINEER (ELECTRICAL) and WORKMAN TO SUPERVISOR (ELECTRICAL) in the last examination held in the ACGS scheme.

4. What is the criteria of QUALIFICATION for SUPERVISOR TO ENGINEER (ELECTRICAL) and WORKMAN TO SUPERVISOR (ELECTRICAL) in ACGS SCHEME, which is extracted by Power Grid.

5. All the QUESTION PAPERS were given to Power grid employees to be made as SUPERVISOR TO ENGINEER (ELECTRICAL) and WORKMAN TO SUPERVISOR (ELECTRICAL) of ACGS SCHEME have been extracted by the power grid for their employees so far, all those QUESTION PAPERS Please provide one copy to the RTI Applicant.

In case the information is held by or related to another public authority, the application or such part of it as may be appropriate may be transferred to that other public authority under intimation to the undersigned as per Section 6(3) of RTI Act. (It acts as a reminder for the PIO who is required to do it under the Act).

OM PRAKASH  
D-320, GOKAL PURI  
DELHI-110094  
PH.- 9818486899  
EMAIL :- OPSAGAR1972@GMAIL.COM